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For your information

THIS MAY CHALLENGE YOUR VIEWS

This workshop is meant to expand your view and 
enhance your understanding  of why boards 
exist. It may challenge the way your organization 
is governed. 

THIS IS MEANT TO WORK WITH ALL STYLES OF 
GOVERNANCE
The concepts presented here are not used to 
propagate one style of governance over and above 
any other. These concepts are key for boards in all 
types of governance.



Good boards 
understand the need 
for clarity1

Characteristic 1  They value clarity



“

There are few things more powerful 
than a life lived with passionate clarity

Erwin McManus



Clarity as it relates to the flow of 
Authority

◉ Who is in charge?
◉ What are the limiting factors of this person’s 

authority?
◉ How is authority given and how clear is it 

defined? - “Decision Making Parameters” 



Big concept
All authority is derived from the mission of the 

organization



Clarity as it relates to 
Accountability

◉ Who is accountable to whom? 
◉ How clearly understood is the flow of 

accountability? – “Reporting Relationship”
◉ What reporting systems do you have in place?
◉ Avoid triangulation



Clarity as it relates to 
Responsibility

◉ Do you have a clear description of roles?
◉ What reporting systems do you have in place?
◉ How do you manage role redundancies?
◉ How defined are your systems of monitoring and 

measuring?- “Internal controls” 



Authority
refers to the legal right of the 
manager to assign roles, tasks 
and instructions and expect 
that they will be followed

What is the difference between 
responsibility and authority?

Responsibility
is assumed, i.e. it is inherent in 
the task assigned. 



Good boards are built 
on strong 
relationships2

Characteristic 2  They work on building relationships



Key relationship builders:

Love
◉ Love as the Golden 

rule.
◉ Love as a social 

necessity.
◉ Love as a Christian 

commandment.

Trust
◉ Trust from a 

proven track 
record.

◉ Trust from  
relational depth.

◉ Trust as a choice.

Communication
◉ Two way.
◉ Timely.
◉ Process.
◉ Transparent.

Celebration
◉ Time.
◉ Settings.
◉ Reward.
◉ Celebration.
◉ Mourning.



Good Boards 
concentrate their 
efforts in developing 
“Vision”3

Characteristic 3  They have vision



Defining Vision
”The need and ability to see what 
exists in light of what needs to exist”



Building Vision will require that 
your board becomes:

Strategic
◉ Think long term.

Tactical
◉ Clear and small 

steps towards the 
goal.

Situational
◉ Different 

situations 
requires 
different 
approaches.

◉ Personalities: 
Nostalgic -
Complacent –
Entrepreneurial. 

Pragmatic
◉ Mind your GAP



Mind your GAP

A-actionsG-gravity P- preferred 
state
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Good Boards address 
the issue of continuity4

Characteristic 4  They value continuity



Continuity matters.



How to build continuity into your 
board strategy.

Create a training process

Leader development is key.

Longer term

Allow for longer renewable term 
of service within your board. 

Orientate

Board orientation needs to be a 
part of your strategy.

Continued Education

Bring training and resources to 
your board members on a regular 
basis.

Care

Become a caring community. 

Gifting Matters

Discern and discover the right gift 
mix for your board.



Good Boards Value 
simplicity5

Characteristic 5  They develop a simple streamlined approach.



Building with Simplicity

◉ Quicker decisions based on good information.
◉ Templated tools.
◉ Simpler policies and bylaws.
◉ Allowing staff to make decisions. 


